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Effect of orbital symmetry on high-order harmonic generation from molecules
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~Received 24 June 2003; published 27 February 2004!

It was found experimentally with increasing the laser ellipticity that the intensity of the 45th order harmonic
from O2 decreases slower than that from N2 . The difference is attributed to the fact that the recombination
probability is suppressed for O2 but enhanced for N2 in a linearly polarized field. Simulation results obtained
by extending the Lewenstein model to molecules agreed qualitatively with the experimental discoveries.
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High order harmonic generation~HHG! from atoms and
molecules exposed to a strong laser field is an interes
subject for its potential applications as a coherent ultra
x-ray source@1–3#. Compared to the study of harmonic ge
eration from atoms, few efforts have been devoted to m
ecules. On one hand, early experiments showed harm
generation from molecules is similar to that from atom
@4,5#. On the other hand, it was found theoretically that m
ecules~or molecular ions! are attractive candidates for ha
monic generation because of their two~or more!-center
structure@6,7#. Recently, it was discovered experimenta
that the cutoff order of high harmonic generation from2
molecules is much higher than that from Xe atoms thou
their ionization potentials are very close@8#, which is related
to the ionization suppression of O2 molecules@9–11#. Under
elliptically polarized field, the recollision electron is drive
away by the transverse field component from its parent
so that the harmonic yield drops quickly with increasing t
driving field ellipticity @5,12#. This property could be em
ployed to produce attosecond pulses with polarization ga
@13,14#. For such applications, it is interesting to kno
whether harmonic generation from some molecules is m
susceptible to ellipticity than that from atoms. Flettneret al.
compared the harmonic generation for N2 and Ar gases and
reported that the harmonic yield from N2 drops slower than
that from Ar with increasing the driving field ellipticity@15#.
In this communication, the dependence of high order h
monic generation yield on the ellipticity of the driving las
field for O2 and N2 was compared experimentally for the fir
time.

The experiments were carried out at theKansas Light
Sourcelaser facility. The one-stage amplifier system outp
4 mJ, 25 fs pulses at a center wavelength of 790 nm. Pa
the laser output is led to a high-order harmonic genera
system, which is composed of a gas nozzle, a grazing i
dence mirror, a transmission grating, an MCP intensifier,
a CCD camera@16#. The gas nozzle has an outlet diameter
75 mm and the gas density in the interaction region w
;531017 molecules/cm3. The ellipticity of the laser was
adjusted by a combination of a half waveplate and a qua
waveplate. In the experiment, we set the optic axis of
quarter waveplate along the dispersion direction of the tra
mission grating. The ellipticity was changed by rotating t
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half waveplate so that the major axis of the elliptical pola
ization does not change. By doing this, the effect of the
larization dependent diffraction efficiency of the grating
minimized.

Firstly, the scaling of the cutoff with the laser intensity fo
molecules was compared with that for atoms. The la
power is changed by a half waveplate/polarizer combinat
before the pulse compressor of the laser. The cutoff of
harmonic spectrum is defined as the highest detectable
monic order. The measured relationships between cutoff
ergy and laser intensity are shown in Fig. 1. The slope of
linear part is the same for atoms and for molecules, i.e., t
all follow the scaling law of the recollision mechanis
@17,18#. The results indicate that under our experimental c
dition, the harmonic signal is from the recollision chann
instead of other possible mechanisms proposed by@7# that
have different scaling laws. In Fig. 1~b! the cutoff from O2 is
much higher than that from Xe at the saturation intensiti
such a cutoff extension is due to ionization suppression
reported earlier@8#.

Figure 2~a! shows the ellipticity dependence of 21st ord
HHG for Ar and N2 gases. In this measurement, the 25
1.5 mJ laser pulses were focused by a lens with an 800-
focal length. The on target intensity wa
;2.331014 W/cm2. The signal from Ar gas was normalize
to that from N2, so as to make them unity for linear pola
ization. The same normalizations were done in Figs. 3 an
for the clarity of presentation. In the measurement,
signal/noise ratio (I signal2I background)/(I signal1I background) is
larger than 30% over 4 orders of magnitude~the range above

FIG. 1. Measured HHG cutoff with respect to the laser intens
for two pairs of atomic and molecular gases with similar ionizati
potential and different orbital symmetry.~a! Ar vs N2 ; ~b! Xe vs
O2 .
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the horizontal line in the figure!. The 21st order intensity
dependence on ellipticity for these two gases was the s
over five orders of magnitude. The results are different fr
the previous results reported by Flettneret al. @15#. They
found that the harmonic yield from N2 drops slower than tha
from Ar with increasing the driving field ellipticity. It seem
to us that the slower drop of harmonic signal for N2 in @15#
arose from the contribution of the detector background.

Figure 2~b! shows the 45th order harmonic signal depe
dence on the laser ellipticity for O2 , N2 and Ar gases. The
laser pulse energy was 2.8 mJ and the beam was focuse
a 500 mm focal length lens. The intensity w
;3.531014 W/cm2. In the measurement, we used 0.2mm
Al10.2mm parylene (C8H8) filters. The transmission of this
filter set increases from less than 10% at 50 eV to;60% at
70 eV. So the low order unwanted signal and fundame
laser were suppressed to obtain a better signal/noise rat
the 45th order harmonic~;70 eV!. Because the signal at thi

FIG. 3. Calculated ellipticity dependence for the 45th order h
monic from bonding and antibonding molecules with different o
entations.Q is defined as the angle between the molecular axis
the major axis of the ellipse of the electric field.~a! Q590°; ~b!
Q570°; ~c! Q570°; ~d! Q530°.

FIG. 2. ~a! Measured ellipticity dependence of 21st HHG of A
and N2 gases. The laser intensity is 2.331014 W/cm2. The region
above the horizontal line has a signal/noise ratio (I signal

2I background)/(I signal1I background) better than 30%;~b! measured el-
lipticity dependence for the 45th order harmonic from N2 , O2 and
Ar gases. The laser intensity is 3.531014 W/cm2.
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order was much weaker than the 21st order, the dyna
range was only about one order of magnitude in this ca
For this order, the harmonic signal intensity from O2 gas
drops slower with increasing laser ellipticity than N2 gas,
and that of Ar gas is in between.

To understand the ellipticity dependence difference for2
and O2, we extended the well known Lewenstein model
simulate the harmonic generation frommolecules. Lewen-
stein et al. have developed an analytical quantum theory
describe high order harmonic generation fromatoms @19#.
The model can be considered as the quantum treatmen
the three-step semiclassical model, i.e., the electron first
nels out of the field-suppressed barrier of the atom, then
freed electron is accelerated by the laser field, finally it
combines with the parent ion and emits a photon. Since
measurement indicated that the molecular high harmonic
nal was from the recollision, the model should be valid.

In the Lewenstein model, the harmonic spectrum is cal
lated from the dipole moment of an atom in the time doma

x¢~ t!5 iE
0

`

dtS p

«1 it/2D
3/2

d¢* @p¢s~ t!2A¢ ~ t!#e2 iS~p¢s ,t,t!

3E¢ ~ t2t!d¢@p¢s~ t2t!2A¢ ~ t2t!#1c.c., ~1!

where « is a small number,p¢s(t,t)5* t2t
t dt9A¢ (t9)/t is the

canonical momentum corresponds to the stationary ph
A¢ (t) andE¢ (t) are the vector potential and the electric field
the laser field.S(p¢,t,t8) is the quasiclassical action of th
electron moving in the laser field.I p is the ionization poten-
tial of the atom. Finallyd¢@p¢s2A¢ (t)# is the field-free dipole
transition matrix element between the ground state and
continuum state, under the approximation of the model@20#,

d¢~p¢!5 i
2p¢

~p21a!
f̃~p¢!, ~2!

wherea52I p , andf̃(pW ) is the momentum space wave fun
tion for the ground state of the atom. For the 1s state,

d¢1s~p¢!5 i
27/2

p
a5/4

p¢

~p¢21a!3 . ~3!

-

d

FIG. 4. Calculated ellipticity dependence for~a! 45th and~b!
21st order harmonic from a bonding molecule, an antibonding m
ecule, and an atom.
4-2
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This expression has been used to calculate the ellipticity
pendence of harmonic yield for neon atom although
ground state is a 2p state, not a 1s state@12#.

The dipole transition matrix elements for molecules we
calculated using Eq.~2!, in which the momentum wave func
tions of the molecules were obtained by following the p
cedure taken by Lein@21#. Instead of using the exact expre
sion of the wave function in momentum space for O2 and
N2, simulation was done for two model diatomic, hom
nuclear molecules. The two model molecules are only dif
ent in that one is a bonding orbital and the other is an a
bonding orbital. The wave functions of the molecular orbit
of the model were described as linear combinations ofs
atomic orbitals. The LCAO molecular wave functions in t
configuration space for bonding and antibonding orbitals

cb~r¢!5b@f1s~r¢2R¢ 1!1f1s~r¢2R¢ 2!#, ~4!

ca~r¢!5g@f1s~r¢2R¢ 1!2f1s~r¢2R¢ !#, ~5!

respectively, whereb and g are normalization factors
R¢ 1 ,R¢ 25R¢ 11R¢ are the positions of the nuclei.uR¢ u is the
equilibrium internuclear separation. The wave function of
1s atomic orbital that forms the molecules is@18#

f1s~r¢!5
1

p1/2r0
3/2e2r/r0, ~6!

where r051/Aa is the size of the atom. We tookI p
515.8 eV that equals the binding energy of Ar. The intern
clear distance is taken asR52r0 . Thus, the atom size is;1
a.u. and the internuclear distance is;2 a.u. The internuclea
distance is close to the real values of N2 (1.098 Å) and
O2 (1.208 Å).

By the Fourier transforms ofcb(r¢) and ca(r¢), the wave
functions of the molecular orbitals in the momentum spa
are

c̃b~p¢!52bf̃1s~p¢!cos~p¢•R¢ /2!, ~7!

c̃a~p¢!5 i2gf̃1s~p¢!sin~p¢•R¢ /2! ~8!

and hence the dipole transition matrix element are

d¢b~p¢!5 i2bd¢1s~p!cos~p¢•R¢ /2!, ~9!

d¢a~p¢!52gd¢1s~p¢!sin~p¢•R¢ /2! ~10!

for a bonding and an antibonding molecule, respectiv
where the atomic wave function,f̃1s(p¢), in momentum
space is the Fourier transform of Eq.~6! andd¢1s(p¢) is given
by Eq. ~3!.

The following simulation results were done by inserti
Eq. ~9! or ~10! into Eq.~1!. Equations~9! and~10! explicitly
show the difference between harmonic generations fr
molecules than that from atoms. The dipole transition ma
ces are the product of two terms. The first term is the ato
counterpart and the second term is the interference betw
the two atomic wave functions in configuration space, sim
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lar to Young’s double slit interference in optics. The effect
the interference on the ionization suppression of molecu
was considered by Muth-Bohmet al. @22#.

In the experiment, the molecules in the interaction reg
were randomly oriented. The measured high harmonic sig
was the coherent superposition of the radiation from all
molecules. In the simulation, the ellipticity dependence
the harmonic signal on the orientation angles of the m
ecules was examined for the 45th order. The orientat
angleQ was defined as the angle between the molecular
and the major axis of the ellipse of the electric field. T
simulation results forQ530°, 50°, 70°, 90° are shown in
Fig. 3. For angles less than 10°, the calculation shows
the HHG signal intensity from bonding molecules decrea
slower than from antibonding molecules; however, the d
ference is small. For angles between 30° and 50°, the H
signal from antibonding molecules decreases slower than
bonding molecule at small ellipticities, but falls off faster
large ellipticities. For angles larger than 60°, the antibond
molecules show slower decrease for the calculated ellipti
range, in addition, the difference is significant.

For theQ590° molecule, the simulation results can b
explained with a semi-classical theory. The ellipticity depe
dence for antibonding molecules has been given by L
@21#. He pointed out that for an antibonding molecule wi
its axis oriented perpendicular to the electric field of linea
polarized light, the field does not break themirror symmetry
of the system, therefore, the momentum space wave func
of the molecule in the laser field has a distribution similar
the field free one, as shown in Eq.~8!. In other words, the
electron tunnels out with a certain initial transverse veloc
due to thesine term of the wave function, i.e., sin(pW•RW /2)
50 for pW'RW . For a linearly polarized laser pulse, the ele
tron will drift away transversely from the parent ions. Th
results in a very small recombination probability for th
recollision process. With an appropriate amount of elliptici
the vertical component of the electric field compensates
effect of the transverse initial velocity and drives the driftin
electron back to the parent ion, thus enhancing the recom
nation probability. A similar argument was made to expla
the double-ionization of molecules@23#.

The argument was extended to bonding molecules. F
bonding molecule with its axis oriented perpendicular to
electric field of a linear light, the field does not change t
symmetryof the system. This indicates that the initial velo
ity distribution of the tunneled out electron also has the
sine term, i.e., the probability of an electron tunneling o
with its initial velocity along the electric field is larger tha
in any other direction@cos(pW•RW /2)51 for pW'RW ], as shown in
Eq. ~7!. In this case, when the electric field drives the ele
tron back to the parent ion, the recombination probability
highest for a linearly polarized light pulse. Since the hi
harmonic originated from radiative recombination of t
recollision electron with the parent ion, the harmonic sign
will initially increase with the increase of ellipticity for the
antibonding molecule. For a bonding molecule, the harmo
signal decreases monotonically. This explains the differe
in ellipticity dependence between an antibonding molec
4-3
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and a bonding molecule oriented atQ590°. The argument
can be extended to other orientation angles.

Figure 4~a! shows the simulation results for the 45th ord
that summed up the contributions from molecules with r
dom orientation angles. The ellipticity dependence differe
between bonding and antibonding molecules still exis
however, the difference is not as large as in the 90° c
because smaller angles yield a smaller the difference.
worth noting that, for a fixed orientation angle interval,dQ,
the angle dependent weighting factor is proportional
sin(Q). This is because the large angle molecules occup
larger solid angle for the samedQ, i.e., dV52p sinQdQ.
An approximation is made in the calculation, which assum
that molecules with the same orientation angle make
same contribution regardless of whether they are in the
larization plane or not. The simulation is consistent with o
experimentally measured results@Fig. 2~b!#. The simulation
results for the 21st harmonic from N2 and Ar are shown in
Fig. 4~b!. The difference is very small, which is what wa
observed in the experiments as shown in Fig. 2~a!, but differs
from the results of@15#.

In conclusion, our experiments showed that for a n
n,

u-

J

ys

. A

.
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cutoff harmonic, the signal of O2 molecules falls off slower
than Ar and N2 gas. Our simulations using the Lewenste
model agreed qualitatively with the measured results. To
best our knowledge, this is the first time that the Lewenst
model and LCAO are combined to simulate harmonic g
eration from molecules. The model can be refined by us
more precise LCAO orbitals; however it is surprising to s
that simulation using such simple model molecules recov
the experimental finding. Apart from explaining the expe
ments, our approach revealed that the field-free dipole tr
sition matrix elements of molecules are orientation dep
dent, which is an important conclusion for understand
harmonic generation from molecules.
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